This paper is concerned with the almost sure convergence for arrays of independent, but not necessarily identically distributed, random variables. We show that Kolmogorov's law of the iterated logarithm does not hold for arrays and obtain an analogue of Kolmogorov's law.
INTRODUCTION
Assume that {X n , n ^ 1} is a sequence of independent random variables with EX n = 0 and EXl < oo for n ^ 1. Define S n = f) X { and s where {k n } is a sequence of real numbers such that Jfc n -> 0, then by Kolmogorov's law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) g (2) Km sup = 1 almost surely, n-oo <j2sl log log si Furthermore, it is well known that the LIL does not necessarily hold if (1) is replaced by the weaker condition \X n \ ^ fci/---2--almost surely for n ^ 1, y i o g i o gŵ
here k is a positive constant. If {X n , n > 1} is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables with EX\ = 0 and EXf < oo, then by Hartman and Wintner's LIL, (2) holds.
S.H. Sung [2] Now let {X n i, 1 $C i ^ n, n ^ 1} be an array of independent random variables with EX ni = 0 and EX^ < oo for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ n^oo y/2Bl]0gS* n -« y/2* n log 4 Hu and Weber [2] proved the result (3) under the weaker condition that {X n ,} is an array of independent and identically distributed random variables with EXu = 0 and E \Xn\ < oo. Qi [3] proved that for an array of independent and identically distributed random variables {X n i}, (3) holds if and only if EXu -0 and E |Xn| 4 (log + |Xn|)~2 < oo. Note that from (3) it follows that g lim sup -. = oo almost surely, n-»oo yf 2s£ log log s£ so Hartman and Wintner's LIL can not hold for arrays. Thus it is natural to ask if Kolmogorov's LIL holds for arrays. In this paper we show that Kolmogorov's LIL does not holds for the arrays and obtain an analogue of Kolmogorov's LIL.
MAIN RESULTS
Throughout this section, {X n i, l^i^r a , n^l } will denote an array of rowwise independent random variables with EX n i = 0 and EX^ < oo for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ 1. Define S n = Yl X n i and s\ = ^ EX^. Note that rowwise independence plus independent rows is equivalent to independence of the variables of the array.
The following example shows that Kolmogorov's LIL does not hold for arrays.
be an array of independent Bernoulli random variables with P{Y ni = 1) = log log n/n = 1 -P(Y ni = 0) for 1 ^ i < n and n ^ 1.
Let X ni = Y ni -EY ni for 1 < i < n and n ^ 1. Then EX ni = 0 and 4 = f) EX 2 ni = loglogn(l -log log n/n) ~ log log n. Since \X n i\ ^ 1 for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ 1, there exists a sequence {fc n } of real numbers such that A; n -> 0 and
-^--almost surely for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ 1. £ {Y n i -log log n/n) log log n lim sup = bm sup logn n-oo logn n J^ Y ni log log n = lim sup --= 1 almost surely. n-»oo log n From this result we can easily see that lim sup -.
= co almost surely. n^oo y/2sl log log S n Now we develop an analogue of Kolmogorov's LIL for arrays. The following lemma, in contrast with those which follow, does not require independent rows. LEMMA 1 . Let {X n i, 1 ^ i ^ n, n ^ 1} be an array of rowwise independent random variables with EX n i = 0 for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ 1. Let {k n } be a sequence of positive constants such that k n -> 0 as n -» oo. Suppose that the following conditions hold. The following theorem estabhshes a LIL type result for arrays of independent, but not necessarily identically distributed, random variables. Finally, using an example we show that (8) can fail if condition (7) of Corollary 4 is replaced by the weaker condition \X n i\ ^ ky/s^/^/logn almost surely for 1 ^ i ^ n and n ^ 1. To present the example, we restate the following lemma due to Teicher [6] .
S.H. Sung [6] LEMMA 5 . (Teicher [6] ). Let {Y ni , 1 < i ^ n, n ^ 1} be an array of independent Bernoulli random variables with P(Y ni = 1) = p n = 1 -P(Y ni = 0) for 1 ^ i < n and n ^ 1. 
